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EDIT ORIAL DE P AR T ME N T NOT E
Accountants ha ve heard a grea t deal about the difference in viewpoint between the bu siness execu tive a nd the a ccou nta nt and have been
advised frequently to put their accounting information in the form
most easily interpreted by the execu tive for whom the informa tion is
intended. Great resu lts have been promised for the graphic presentation of accounting data, but the development of gra phic reports has
gone fo rwa rd ra ther slowly. Possibly pa rt of the blame for the slow
adoption of gra phic methods rests with the accountant who does not
fully appreciate that an arra y of figures, so meaningful to him, may
be a Chinese puzzle to the executive. But the type of charts and
dia gram used has also contributed to the slow adoption of gra phic
methods by accountants. Pie cha rts, picture diagra ms and composite
bar charts are often as difficult to interpret properly as the figures
from which they are prepa red. T he execu tive is not aided and the
accountant is pu t to considera ble extra work unless the cha rts elimina tes some menta l step which wou ld be necessa ry withou t the gra phic
presentation. T he Gantt -type cha rts discussed in this issue of the
Bulletin do resu lt in the elimina tion of one step in the menta l process
since t hey a re ba sed on the idea of stating plans and performance in
terms of time presented graphically. T o say that a plant is 1,000
units ahead of schedule in the production of Pa rt X is meaningless
u ntil we k now whether this r epresents one hou r's or one week 's work .
Translated into time units and expressed graphically, production
statistics have added meaning. T here would seem to be many uses
for the Gantt -type cha rt in our accounting.
The au thor of this a rticle, Willia m H. Carney, received an engineering education at Lowell Textile School, and holds a B. C. S. degree
fr om t he School of Commerce, Fina nce and Accounts of New York
University. He gained his ea rly experience in ma chine shop work a nd
production control as an apprentice in a shop under Gantt methods.
Later experience consisted of public accou nting and indu stria l engineering as well as various industrial connections including United Sta tes
Ca rtridge Co., National Carbon Co. and General Motors Corp. Fo r
the past several yea rs he has served as Staff Ma na ger for Thoma s
E. King & Company, Inc., of New York City. In addition to his
membership in the National Association of Cost Accou ntants he is
a member of the New York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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T H E GANTT -TYPE CHA RT AS AN AID IN
BUD GE T A RY C O N T RO L
By Wi lliam H. Carney, Staff Manager,
Thomas E. King & Co., New York, N. Y.
use of budgetary control procedure as a means of planning
TforHEadequate
business profits is meeting with increasing favor.

•

•

This may be traced in part to a wider appreciation fo the potential
benefits which may be had from planned operations. However,
outside influences which have tended to force planning may also
be credited. These include, the use of standard costs, the need for
closer control resulting from depression sales volume, trade associations and N.R.A. activity.
Many installations of budget procedure have not resulted in the
benefits which had been anticipated. An analysis of a number of
these cases indicates that in the large majority the original budget
was set up after much care and in considerable detail. Also in
many cases adequate records of performance were established for
comparison with budget figures. In fewer cases the variations have
been sufficiently analyzed by causes, but here a valid objection may
be pointed out in that these variations were ancient history when
available. Successful control through budgets usually requires the
analysis of budget variations by causes while the information is
current enough to result in prompt executive action to correct the
causes disclosed by the variation analyses.
The effective use of the latter step in budget control involves
the development of a mechanism which permits the control of the
more important operating factors from hour to hour, day to day,
or week to week, or, in other words, control close to the actual time
of operation rather than analysis at the end of an accounting peroid.
Needless to say, the sooner executive attention is given to the operating factors which have departed from budget performance, the
greater the saving to be effected.
Many methods have been developed which help to put into effective operation the control principle outlined above. In the usual
installation, these mechanisms are in the form of daily or weekly
reports which compare certain of the budget figures with actual
performance. In an organization where operations involve con 1217
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siderable magnitude, these reports become unwieldy and it is increasingly difficult to obtain continuing attention to them to the
extent that prompt action will be taken to correct variations from
budget which are indicated by the report. The more involved and
far - reaching the operations to be controlled, the more necessary it
is that the operating results be summarized and presented in such
a way that the management is enabled to spot immediately those
variations from plans which are most important. The present discussion covers some applications of a mechanism which has been
quite successful in effectively presenting information to permit the
desired degree of control.

•

For many years the Gantt -type chart has been extensively applied in industry from an engineering point of view, particularly in
production planning and scheduling. Nevertheless, this mechanism
of management has received only limited attention on the part of
accountants and financial executives in application to the control of
operating functions outside of production. However, it seems that
the chart, or the principle upon which the chart is based, is so
fundamental, and its application so flexible, that it merits more general acceptance. There are innumerable problems present in the
operation of a detailed budgetary control system where an intelligent application of the Gantt -type chart principle will result in a
simple, concise and effective solution.
The Principle of the Gantt -Type Chart
In its original form, the chart was developed by the late H. L.
Gantt, whose fertile brain evolved so many of the fundamentals
which are now an integral part of good industrial management
methods. The chart was originally developed and had its widest
application in solving four problems which presented themselves
to the industrial engineer. These involved the satisfactory presentation of hot -off- the - griddle facts relating to roan production, machine production, product scheduling and proportion of plant capacity booked.
Physically, this chart is simple to understand and very easy to
prepare. It reflects the basic idea that time is the common measurement applicable to all management problems. The chart merely
expresses plan, performance and variations in terms of time, and
1218
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the logic of this approach is realized when one concedes that the
passage of time is one factor which of itself is not under the control
of the management.
The chart is usually drawn up on an II x 17, or double typewriter size sheet, which is ruled horizontally to present a number
of equal spaces. These major spaces are further subdivided into
smaller units. The amount of time assigned to each of the major
spaces is eminently flexible and is chosen by consideration of the
data for which the chart is to be used, and the type of information
to be displayed thereupon. One of the major spaces may be an
hour, a day, a week, a month, or even a year. Naturally, the subdivisions within the major space represent proportionate amounts
of time, determined by their size relationship to the major space.
Vertically, each line is vailable to chart a factor relating to one or
more elements of costs, operations, or financial results. In application, the space horizontally across the sheet on a given line is considered as representing the budget for the particular item assigned
thereto. The actual performance of that factor is indicated by a
single light line drawn to the degree that actual performance relates
to the budget. At the same time a cumulative heavy line summarizes
the results of each of the subdivisions by sections. The net result
of this presentation is that, with the chart at all times up -to -date,
one merely looks at the present moment in the time schedule horizonally and compares the line assigned to the factor in which interest: centers to know immediately whether that factor is up to,
ahead of or behind the budget or schedule. The degree to which
that element has varied from plan is immediately shown by the
relationship of its cumulative line to the moment of inspection of
the chart.
In actual operation the chart is not prepared so as to be a museum
piece. It is strictly a chart of action and shows activity currently.
It is usually drawn in pencil and is very rarely a shining example
of the art of draughtsmanship. The intention in each case is to
show important fact relationships while they are current and to
enable the executive to constantly put into practice the principle that
effective management must have a plan or schedule and that greatest results will come from centering managerial attention upon
variations from that plan or schedule, passing by those elements
or items which are up to or ahead of the plan.
1219
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Original Chart Applications
For the purpose of illustrating the original philosophy which
prompted the development of the Gantt -type chart principle, there
is given herewith illustrations of three of the more common applications of the method applied to the purposes for which Mr. Gantt
used the chart. These are the man record chart, the machine
record chart, and the machine layout chart.
The man record chart as illustrated (Chart A —top section)
shows the results for two weeks ended June 16. The chart displays individual results for five men and the total of the group.
By reference to the example which is considered as being inspected
on the morning of Thursday, June 14, it will be noted that the
first man, J. Swartz, shows production of approximately one -third
of a day greater than standard for the week to date. During the
week ended June 9, his cumulative line showed the equivalent of a
full week's work, plus an additional half day. His productivity in
individual days is indicated by the light line above the cumulative
line. It will be noted that on certain days, as for example Tuesday,
June Ia, his production exactly equalled a standard day's work,
while on Wednesday, June 13, his production equalled one -sixth
more than a day's work. Reference to the record of H. Reed,
charted on the second line, indicates that as of the close of business
on June 13, his production for the week under review was approximately two - thirds of a day below standard. For the preceding
week his total production was approximately three - quarters of a
day less than standard. Records of the remaining men are indicated in the same manner. When less than a standard day's work
has been produced, the assignable cause of the delay, if any, is indicated in the proper space by a code letter. In the case of the
instant chart, code letters for the usual troubles would be as follows:
A Absent
G Green operator
1 Lack of instruction
L Slow operator
M Material troubles
R Repairs needed
T Tool troubles
V Holiday or shutdown
Y Smaller lot than estimated
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The chart under consideration covering engine lathe operators
reflects performance which is approximately standard throughout
with the exception of operator #31 and operator #33 for the first
week displayed upon the chart. It will be seen that operators not
up to standard are clearly indicated, as are also operators whose
performance is substantially above standard. The attention of the
executive is thus directed forcibly to the abnormal and subnormal.
The second section of Chart A reflects the machine record covering punch presses in operation during the two weeks ended June
8 and June 15. It will be seen that operating time of all of the
machines was considerably less than standard running time. The
reasons for delay are indicated in each case by a code letter from
a group as follows:
E
H
M
O
P
R
T
V

Wait for set -up
Lack of help
Lack of material
Lack of orders
Lack of power
Repairs
Lack of tools
Holiday or shutdown

The particular group of machines shown on the chart reflects
aggregate actual operating time, which is approximately two - thirds
of the potential time. Definite reasons indicated for the delays
provide the direct incentive for proper factual analysis, as well as
for executive action to prevent similar delays in the future.
The bottom section of Chart A displays a segment of master
machine layout chart showing the program of a group of B & S
automatics, covering the weeks ended June 8 and June 15. On this
chart each job is plotted in advance by assignment to a specific
machine by means of hooks drawn at the beginning and end of the
period of time which it is estimated the particular job will occupy
the machine to which it is assigned. When material and tools are
ready for the particular job, the upper line connecting the hooks is
completed. As work is carried out upon the job, the lower line
connecting the hooks is advanced in proportion to the ratio of
work done to the total time of the job. In each instance the work
order number is indicated and delays to which a reason may be as1223
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signed are indicated by symbols from a group analysis, somewhat
as follows:
B Breakup
H Lack of help
M Lack of Material
P Lack of power
R Repairs
T Lack of tools
Z Lack of work
In the case of the particular machines reflected upon the illustrated chart, it will be noted that machine #iooi, as of the morning of June 13 is working on job # 4 1 4 2 2 -8 and was scheduled to
complete this job late Friday afternoon. As of the date of inspection, it will be noted that the actual work line is about one and
one -half hours behind schedule. In the case of machine # 1 0 0 2 , it
will be noted that this machine is considerably ahead of its schedule and has completed approximately one -third of job #41231 -1,
which it had been originally scheduled to start on Thursday morning. Due to being in advance of schedule, this machine might be
expected to complete its present job approximately one -half day in
advance of scheduled time and it would therefore, be the logical
machine upon which to schedule the next work order available for
production. It will be noted that machine # 1 0 0 4 is exactly on
schedule, while machine #loo6 has been subject to considerable
delay and is approximately one day behind schedule. This has
been provided for in scheduling job # 4 7 3 3 2 - 1 so that it will be
anticipated that this machine could be able to complete its present
job and start the new job at the time scheduled. In actual practice ,
it is many times customary to schedule machines on this type of
chart from two to three weeks in advance with very satisfactory
accuracy in adherence to the scheduled times.
Application to Stores Control
The Gantt -type chart is eminently fitted for and has been successfully used in a wide range of applications to store keeping
control. The direct application of the chart principle usually involves the selection of a reasonably limited number of the more
important items of material or supplies from which close control
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would yield the greatest dividends in lowered investment in stock
and the freeing of storage space, while at the same time maintaining
an adequate supply of material so that consumption would be unhindered. The chart is susceptible to a considerable number of
variations in application, depending upon the particular needs of
the plant and of the particular stores item which is placed under
chart control.
Three illustrative examples are shown upon Chart B, included
herewith. The first of these reflects the control applied to part
#MB491, the chart reflecting the entire year 1935• In the instant
case, the estimated usage is ioo units per month.
These figures
are displayed upon the first line, with the current monthly usage
at the left of the monthly space and the cumulative total at the
right of each monthly space. The second line space shows actual
usage of the finished part and for each month a light line is shown
to reflect actual usage during that month in comparison with the
budgeted usage for that month. The cumulative total follows along
in the form of a heavy black line. Since the chart is considered as
being viewed on July i, it will be noted that the actual usage of the
part in question is approximately two - thirds of a month behind the
estimate. The third line reflects quantities of the finished part
received in stores, the dotted heavy black line representing quantities in stores as of January i. It will be noted that the cumulative line represents quantities sufficient to take care of the estimated usage covering about one - fourth of July's requirements.
However, the actual quantities available in stores are reflected by
the difference between the line in question and the actual usage
which is shown on the preceding line. Work orders issued, raw
castings received and casting orders placed are displayed in similar
manner.
The second section of Chart B shows data in connection with
bituminous coal. In this illustration the estimated usage changes
with the passing months, the current month's estimate being shown
at the left of the space assigned to that month and the cumulative
total at the right. The second line on this illustration shows the
orders placed with a light line indicating the amount placed in each
month, the heavy dotted line the orders outstanding at January 1,
and the cumulative black line orders placed, charted on the basis
of estimated consumption. The third line reflects quantities received

1225
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in stores and the last line the actual consumption of the material
under control. The chart in question reflects actual consumption
for six months, which exactly equals the budget. Stock on hand is
equivalent to one and one -third months' usage, with a slight additional quantity still on order.
The lowest section of Chart B illustrates the control of two items
of production material upon a weekly basis rather than a monthly
basis, as shown in the two preceding illustrations. The first item,
namely, i %" zinc, has a scheduled consumption of 20,000 lbs. per
day. The first line covering the actual consumption has a light
line which plots actual consumption each week in relation to
budget and the heavy cumulative line for total consumption to date.
The second line reflects the stock of this particular item, the heavy
dotted line indicating stock on hand at the beginning of the period,
and the cumulative line showing stock made available. The full
black line reflects stock actually in the stores department. It continues in the latter part of the week ended July 6 with a portion of
the line only half the thickness of the full line, which shows a carload of zinc on track but not yet unloaded. The light black line
continuing for some distance further reflects cars of zinc in transit
but not received. Additional cars on order are indicated by purchase order number and requested date of shipment. For simplicity, car numbers and purchase order numbers applicable to
cars already received are not shown on the chart. The data charted
in the illustrative example indicates that for i /" zinc the actual
consumption is just slightly less than schedule up to June 29. The
stock on hand reflects approximately three days' usage, with an
additional two and one -half days' usage on side track. In the case
Of the 2" zinc, it will be noted that consumption is the equivalent
of almost a week behind schedule, while stock on hand represents
about two and one -half weeks' usage at scheduled consumption.
The data as indicated would presumably indicate the need for delaying shipment on further orders for z" zinc.
The important point involved in the application of the Gantt type chart to stores quantity control is that the specific quantity of
each item, whether on a fixed periodical usage basis or a variable
periodic usage basis, is always translated into terms of time, and
from the viewpoint of the person inspecting the chart the actual
quantities lose their individual significance and become of slight
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importance, while their value expressed in time at the budget rate
becomes the important factor. That is to say, in stores control it is
of little help to the executive to know that there is ioo lbs. of lead
or xo,000 lbs. of lead in stock unless he also knows the probable
usage of lead in the periods following. The Gantt -type chart makes
this translation automatic and enables the executive to think of
each individual item of material only as an expression of the time
factor. Since the charts are kept in pencil they are particularly
susceptible to the prompt reflection of changes in schedules. Experience indicates that a plant wherein the principal items of material used are controlled upon the chart basis outlined, a change
in production schedules may be reflected in revised purchase orders
and shipping delivery orders more promptly and with greater accuracy than by other methods in common use.
Application to Financial Control
The Gantt -type chart has a definite place in application to factors
of financial control as well as the control of shop operations and of
material supply. It is in the field of general administration that this
type chart has received rather limited attention. The convenient
reflection of the actual results of cash receipts, cash disbursements,
billings, collections and other pertinent financial factors in their
relation to the forecasted or budgeted results is many times not
carried out in a satisfactory manner. A carefully considered application of the Gantt -type chart will frequently result in a method
of displaying these facts in a simple, easy to understand and highly
satisfactory manner.
The example of an application of the Gantt -type chart to the
problem of financial budget control is included in Chart C. This
chart reflects for each of three branches, namely, New York, Chicago and Atlanta, as well as the total of all operations, pertinent
data relating to cash received, cash disbursed, orders booked, orders
billed and credits passed to accounts receivable. In each case the
budget per day is indicated and a light line indicates the actual
result for each week in terms of the budget. The cumulative line
for each of the factors charted shows the total results as of June
29. In the case of cash receipts, it will be noted that the total is
only slightly behind schedule, while the receipts for Atlanta are
considerably ahead of schedule and those of New York are approxi1229
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mately one -half week behind schedule. In the case of cash disbursements, New York and Chicago and the total are substantially in
excess of the budget, while Atlanta shows a more favorable picture.
Orders booked show New York more than two weeks behind
budget, while Chicago is substantially in excess of its quota. The
total for the company is the equivalent of several days in excess
of budget. Similar figures are reflected for orders billed, the total
figures indicated showing the orders billed are maintaining a satisfactory ratio in relation to orders booked. Accounts receivable
credits are somewhat behind the budget.
The financial facts shown upon the illustrative chart are susceptible to much closer control and a clearer picture is received by the
busy executive when the data is presented on a chart of this kind
than in most other ways. The executive is forcefully advised of
facts which are running seriously behind the plan as agreed to and
is also made aware of those factors, the performance of which is
in excess of the plan. In many cases the latter is of utmost importance since a particular factor running substantially ahead of
the budget, such as orders booked, might require changes in plant
production schedules which otherwise may not receive proper attention until serious shop delays have occurred. The particular
control factors indicated on this chart are merely illustrative, as
many businesses would require the charting of other factors for
adequate control. The principle is, however, sound enough for
almost universal application by varying the detail to suit the particular needs of the business to which it is applied.

•

Stock and Sales Budget Control
For the purpose of illustrating the application of the Gantt
chart to a merchandising business, there is included herewith
under Chart D, an example reflecting the tie -up of the stock of
various sizes of domestic anthracite coal, with the sales of each size.
For each grade of coal there is included a line which shows the
cumulative sales based upon the estimate of sales made at the beginning of the period. On the second line is charted the cumulative stock expressed in terms of the length of time it would supply
the demand on the basis of the budgeted sales quantity. In addition,
the line showing stock also reflects cars on order, cars in transit,
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cars reported as ready for delivery and cars placed upon the company's side track.
The illustrated example is considered as being inspected at the
close of business April 6. It will be seen that in the case of egg
coal, sales are somewhat behind schedule, although stock on hand
covers a period quite far in advance, and in addition a considerable
quantity of coal is on order and in transit. A similar situation is
reflected by the data covering stove coal. Nut coal, on the other
hand, reflects sales exactly up to budget. In this case the stock of
provide for a substantially smaller
coal on hand and on order
amount of time than in the preceding cases. Pea coal reflects sales
somewhat in excess of estimate and stock on hand and on order to
cover a substantial time in advance, even at sales heavier than
planned for. Buckwheat coal reflects sales less than estimate and
stock on hand and on order covering a relatively short period in
advance.
An inspection of the data displayed on Chart D would seem to
indicate that, barring unusual external conditions which would justify the heavy stock in relation to expected sales, it would seem in
order to curtail deliveries of egg, stove and pea coal so that the
stock on hand and on order lines would be brought into closer relationship to sales.
Once again it might be emphasized that charting the essential
factors of a given business in relation to time will frequently show
clearly an unbalanced condition which is not immediately apparent
to business executives through the inspection of the usual reports
which display essential operating data in figures only.
will
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Sales Budget Control
Distribution costs are attracting the grave concern of business
executives and the distribution end of business is receiving much attention from the budget makers. For this attention to be productive,
the person responsible for seeing the budget through to a successful conclusion must be in a position to call attention to divergences
from budget as promptly as possible. When the operations placed
under budget control are sufficiently important, cover a wide area,
or are prepared in considerable detail, the Gantt -type chart may in
a great many cases be applied with very satisfactory results.
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An illustrative set of data is included herewith on Chart E. The
chart covers a period of twelve weeks and reflects the sales by territories —New York, Chicago and Atlanta; the sales by product,
with four subdivisions. In addition, the sales are analyzed by individual salesmen and the direct expense disbursements of these
salesmen are charted. As in preceding illustrations, the light line
displays actual performance for each week in comparison with the
budget for that week, while the cumulative line reflects total results up to June 29th, which is considered as the date of inspection
of the chart.
By inspecting the data covering sales by territory, it will be seen
that the total sales are the equivalent of more than three days in
advance of schedule, although those of Atlanta are just barely ahead
of schedule. Sales in New York are more than two weeks behind
the budget, while Chicago sales are more than two and one -half
weeks ahead of schedule.
The classification of sales by product clearly shows that Widgets
have turned in the best performance, being the equivalent of more
than two weeks in advance of budget, while Gdgets show reduced
sales which are the equivalent of almost two weeks less than
budget. A condition of this kind reflected daily upon a chart similar to this illustration would cause immediate revision in production schedules and, if necessary or desirable, also in material requirements.
Charted results for individual salesmen cover a wide range, with
#524 showing total sales just slightly in excess of budget and
cumulative expense lower than budget. On the other hand, the
sales of #635 are more than a week behind schedule, but his expense is approximately one -half week above budget. In the case of
salesman #544, his sales are the equivalent of four weeks in advance of budgeted sales, while his expenses are almost at the
planned figure, a very impressive showing. In the case of salesman
#339, his sales are nearly a week behind schedule but his expense has been kept substantially below the budgeted figures.
The data on Chart E is indicative of the range to which the
Gantt -type chart may be applied in the control of important factors
affecting sales and distribution budgets. This type of presentation
gives instant warning of trends and permits the executive to either
revise the estimates or budgets or to take proper action to cause
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the factor in question to be brought more in line with the plan which
the management wishes to follow.
Control

of Clerical Operations

The Gantt -type chart has been subject to wide application in the
scheduling of production parts through the shop. It is equally applicable to the scheduling and control of clerical operations.
There is included as Chart F, an example which pictures the
schedule of an accounting control office covering the preparation
of statements and accounting records covering June, 1935.
operations.
In the illustrated example it is planned to have all accounting
statements completely prepared by the afternoon of July 11 and
final operating comments upon the figures by the night of July 11.
In order to accomplish this result it is necessary to work back and
set a schedule time to finish each element which goes to make up
the completed accounting records. The component parts of the
work are segregated, responsibility established by allocating each
section to a specific supervisor, and the work of each further subdivided into a number of important subdivisions. A time schedule
is then set up for each of these. The planned time is indicated by
two hooked lines showing the start and finish of the individual sections of the work, while the subdivisions in each group are indicated by small ticks placed on the line. For example, under "Operating Comments," the last item listed, the schedule indicates that
the first section of that division, covering comments on sales and
accounts receivable, is due to be completed at an early hour on
Wednesday, July io; comments on cash position are to be completed late in the afternoon of July Io, and final continents applicable to cost results are due for completion on the afternoon of
Thursday, July 11.
In operation, as portions of the work are completed, the tops of
the schedule hooks are joined and the time of completion of each
of the subdivisions is indicated by a tick on this line. For example,
on the line for receiving records, the subdivisions show records
from four departments, A, B, C and D. The completion of this
work indicates that the records from departments A and B were
completed somewhat in advance of schedule, while those of C and
D were completed later than scheduled time. The chart is drawn
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to show the position of the work as of the beginning of business
on Monday, July 8. It will be noted that all of the work covered
by the first seven sections has been completed. In the production
costs division the product costs have been completed, but about
one hour later than planned. Final Cost of Sales has not been
completed and is an hour or more behind schedule as of the date of
inspection of the chart. Similarly, the general ledger section of
the work is about two hours behind schedule, as is the preparation
accounting statements.
By following the progress of the accounting work on a chart of
this kind, the executive is in a position to apply pressure where it
is needed immediately the progress of the work becomes delayed.
The preparation of a chart of this kind forces the setting up of a
definite plan and calls attention promptly to any deviations from
the plan. A chart similar to the illustrated example has been applied in practice many times, with excellent results, in the preparation of involved accounting and cost statements and having them
ready on time.

•

General Applications
The sample charts included with this discussion bring to mind
many alternative applications of the principle of budget control
which they are intended to illustrate. For instance, the man record
chart may be applied with equal facility to a stenographic department. The master layout chart will serve effectively for scheduling field representatives on audits, installations, and other field
accounting work. The chart which schedules the completion of accounting statements may apply, and in fact has been applied, in
plotting the construction of a building.
The explanatory comments included in this discussion have been
made primarily to emphasize the flxibility of the mechanism.
Experience in the use of the chart develops new uses.
The important point is always that most business functions may
be scheduled or budgeted and that it is usually practical to attempt
to control the budgeted functions by thinking of the budget in terms
of time. The use of the Gantt chart requires the predetermination
of a plan and follows the plan consistently, pointing out in a graphic
manner when the plan is not being adhered to and, in most cases,
the reason for non - adherence. The principle upon which the charts
1242
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are based is simple and easily understood. It is an effective way of
reducing a plan to the common denominator of time, and, when
given intelligent attention, is a definite aid in getting things done
on time.
The Gantt -type chart and the principle on which it is based are
not to be considered as a cure -all for every trouble of budget operation but it is a useful tool, and in innumerable cases the chart has
proved itself an effective and, in fact, invaluable aid in approaching one of the hardest troubles connected with the operation of
budgetary procedure, that of bringing about constructive executive
action to eliminate the causes of departure from plan before the
variation from budget has caused substantial losses in increased
costs and decreased efficiency.
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